University Symphony Orchestra
MWF – 1:30-3:20

Personnel – FALL 2015

**Flute**
Lauren Hughes, principal
Alexandra Rodriguez
Kayla Crego, piccolo

**Oboe/English Horn**
Peter Folkens, principal
Allegra Knight
Emily Hiltner, Eng Hn (as needed)

**Clarinet**
Kari Peercy, principal
Kathryn Vetter
Jessica Piechotta
Stephen White (as scheduled)

**Bassoon**
Matthew Matheny, principal
Alexandra Robinson
Mackey Thomas, contra as needed

**Trumpet**
Tyler Chargualaf, principal
Matthew Kim

**Trombone**
Nathan Walyer, principal
Kaimi Biscaino
Ben Jorge, bass

**Tuba**
Samantha Baggett, principal

**Percussion**
Brandon Wong, principal
Brent Mazan
Josh Bohl
Josh Donnelly

**Horn**
Taylor Enswinger
Trevor Cosby
Jamie Dougherty
Colin Riggert